
Year: 7

Name of unit: What is history

How many weeks: 4

Why do we teach this unit?

To introduce to students the basic historical

concepts and skills that are used throughout

the history curriculum

What is the main content of this unit?
Students will understand the basic concepts and skills
used in history

Key vocabulary to learn and apply

Evidence - Information that can be used as proof of

what happened in the past.

Sources - Things that contain evidence to tell us about

the past.

Primary source - A primary source is a first-hand or

contemporary (at the time) account of an event or topic

Secondary source - A secondary source is something

that has been produced a long time after an event using

primary sources or other secondary sources.

Chronology - The study of time

BC - The years before Jesus Christ was born

How do we assess learning in this unit?
They will complete a baseline assessment to assess their
progress on this unit.



AD Anno Domini (The year of God)  - The years after

Jesus Christ was born

Anachronisms - Something that is placed in the wrong

period of time

Significance - A past event or key figure that has

importance then and today

Interpretation - A point of view on an event or key

figure from the past

Historical enquiry - An investigation into the past, using

sources

Source inference - Explaining what you learn from a

historical source

Ways for parents to support learning.

Recall and practise learning

Test vocabulary



Year: 8

Name of unit: Early America

How many weeks: 5

Why do we teach this unit?

Students understand how the British empire

began and its impact on modern britain

What is the main content of this unit?
Understand what an empire is and why Britain started
developing an empire in the Americas. To evaluate the
impact establishing colonies in the Americas had on the
Native Americans as well as on Britain. To understand that
Native Americans are made up of diverse cultural groups
with their distinct language, beliefs and customs.

Key vocabulary to learn and apply

Source inference - Explaining what you learn from a

historical source

Native Americans/Indigenous Americans - People who

lived in the Americas for thousands of years before

people from other parts of the world colonised/migrated

there

Colonisation - the action or process of settling among

and establishing control over the indigenous people of an

area.

Colony - a country or area under the full or partial

political control of another country and occupied by

How do we assess learning in this unit?
End of unit assessment that will assess their source
inference skills and knowledge of the unit



settlers from that country.

Empire - a group of countries ruled over by a single

monarch or ruling power

Ways for parents to support learning.

Recall and practise learning

Test vocabulary

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zstdhv4/revision/3

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zstdhv4/revision/3


Year: 9

Name of unit: Women’s suffrage

How many weeks: 7

Why do we teach this unit?

Students understand why women were

campaigning for the right to vote in the

19th and early 20th century

What is the main content of this unit?
Understand the status of women in Britain in the 19th and
early 20th century. To explore the di�erent ways that women
campaigned for the right to vote and the impact of WW1 in
securing women's right to vote

Key vocabulary to learn and apply

Source inference - Explaining what you learn from a

historical source

Suffragist - people who used nonviolent methods of

campaigning for women's suffrage

Suffragette - women who used violence to campaign for

women's right to vote

Lobbying - using ones influence when seeking to

influence laws being made

Militant - favouring confrontational or violent methods

in support of a political or social cause

Franchise - the right to vote in public elections.

How do we assess learning in this unit?
End of unit assessment that will assess their source
inference skills and knowledge of the unit



Ways for parents to support learning.

Recall and practise learning

Test vocabulary

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zxwg3j6/articles/z6gh6g8

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zxwg3j6/articles/z6gh6g8

